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Notes for guidance
1. Your Plan should have a clear and helpful structure and should be illustrated by diagrams, tables,
charts, graphs etc. as appropriate. Remember that these can often be used to replace words in the
text. Diagrams should be relevant to the content of your Plan and positioned appropriately. Labels on
diagrams, flow charts or tables should be clear and concise. Large blocks of text should be included in
the word count.
2. You should take care to use technical and scientific terms correctly and to write in clear and correct
English.
3. Your Plan should be hand-written or word-processed on A4 paper, which should have a hole punched
at the top left-hand corner. Pages should be numbered and should have a clear margin on the righthand side. You should write (or print) on one side of the paper only and each sheet should be marked
with your centre number and candidate number.
4. You should show that you have consulted an appropriate range and variety of sources. At the end of
your Plan you should clearly list the sources you have used. You should refer to these references in
your Plan where appropriate. Where you have incorporated material that has been copied directly
from a source such as a book or the Internet, this must be acknowledged in your Plan and details
included in the references at the end. However, it should be noted that the inclusion of copied material
will not in itself gain credit. The list of references should not be included in the word count.
5. Your Plan should be based on the use of standard equipment, apparatus, chemicals and other
materials available in a school or college science laboratory.
6. Your Plan should be about 800 to 1000 words. A Plan that is in excess of 1000 words is likely to have
poor structure and unselective choice of material, so that full credit may not be available. You should
indicate the number of words in the margin of the Plan at approximately 100 word intervals.
7. When you have finished, tie the pages loosely together (or use a treasury tag), with this sheet on the
top, so that the pages turn over freely. Your centre will give you the date by which your Plan must be
handed in.
NOTICE TO CANDIDATE
The work that you submit for assessment must be your own.
If you copy from someone else or allow another candidate to copy from you or if you cheat in any
other way, you may be disqualified from at least the subject concerned.
1. Any help or information you have received from people other than your subject teacher(s) must be
clearly identified in the work itself.
2. Any books, information leaflets or other material (e.g. videos, software packages or information from
the Internet) that you have used to help you complete this work must be clearly acknowledged in the
work itself. To present material copied from books or other sources without acknowledgement will be
regarded as deliberate deception.

Declaration by candidate
I have read and understood the Notice to Candidate (above). I have produced the work without any
help from other people apart from that which I have declared in the work itself. I have acknowledged all
source materials in the work itself.
Candidate's signature……………………………………. Date…………………………………..

EXAMINATION PRE-TASK

Read the extracts in the Insert taken from website items about the use of different varieties of grape
in the manufacture of wine.
The extracts are to give you some background that you might find helpful in planning for the task that
follows. Not all the information will be directly relevant and you are expected to select information
which is relevant to the task.
Your task is to plan an investigation to determine the relative sugar content of Merlot and Syrah
grapes.
Your plan should clearly indicate how you would carry out the procedure and how you would present
and analyse your data to draw your conclusions.

There is no requirement to carry out your Plan.
Your Plan will be marked according to the following assessment criteria.
Candidates:

Marking criteria

Mark

• include a risk assessment to show how the investigation will be

easily recognised safety procedures
highlighted;

1

prediction made;
with justification;
description;
clear and in detail;
reasons explained;
clear and in detail;

1
1
1
1
1
1

identified;
relevance explained;
basic skills and reasonable
accuracy;
sound skills and accuracy;
range of appropriate;
full range of appropriate;

1
1

appropriate number;

1

need recognised;
appropriate range;
relevant variables are identified;
controlled;

1
1

suitable methods identified; ;

2

simple data-handling;
conclusions possible;
sources of error recognised;
methods for improving accuracy
and/or validity suggested;

1
1
1

carried out safely;

• make a prediction and produce justification;
• describe and explain the reasoning behind any preliminary work
carried out;

• identify relevant secondary sources of information used;
• plan how to use appropriate techniques to carry out a detailed
practical investigation;

• list the equipment required;
• state the number of measurements to be taken;
• state the range of measurements to be taken;
• identify any variables that could affect the validity of any conclusions
made and explain how variables will be controlled;
• show how they would present and display the data they could collect
using suitable methods;

• indicate how the data will be analysed;
• evaluate the investigation.

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

Total marks available:

24

Additional mark awarded on Plan for use of scientific terminology:
Total:

1
25
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